
EMAIL SENT TO COMPANIES

Dear XXXX representatives,

My name is Gaspar Pisanu. I’m the Latin American Advocacy/Policy Manager at Access Now,
an organization dedicated to extending and protecting human rights in the digital era.

More than a year ago we and XXXX (Local Partner), contacted you to obtain information about
the selling and deployment of XXXXX technology in XXXXX (Country). Since then, we have had
no response from you and have published the following report and educated the public on these
issues through a campaign.

Your silence on a topic that impacts the privacy rights of people throughout Latin America
signals a lack of transparency that is at odds with responsible business practice. Beginning a
dialogue with civil society is an important step in demonstrating that you take respect for human
rights seriously.

We are making a final attempt to get a response to these questions:

1. Does your company distribute surveillance solutions to governments in Latin America? If
so, which products and to which states in Latin America? Which of your surveillance
solutions products and services are most widely distributed in Latin America?

2. Do third-party companies resell your surveillance solutions to Latin America states? If so,
who are your resellers?

3. Do you or your resellers have contracts or agreements with Latin American governments
to provide surveillance solutions? What do these agreements look like and what
technologies are involved?

https://www.accessnow.org/cms/assets/uploads/2021/08/Surveillance-Tech-Latam-Report.pdf
https://twitter.com/accessnow_latam/status/1490708344096579588?s=20&t=7vTry7vNrn73ntInGfCjtg


4. What kind of support do you provide to your clients after distributing your surveillance
solutions?

5. Do you or your resellers have access to data collected in any country in Latin America?
If yes: What are the characteristics of that data? According to your privacy policy, could
that data be shared with any third parties or companies in the same corporate group?

6. Do you have a policy, protocol, or internal process governing your provision of
surveillance solutions to governments? Do you do an assessment of the authority’s
human rights violations records before closing the agreements? Under what
circumstances would you limit or restrict your provision of surveillance solutions to
government clients?

We hope to hear from you and are happy to answer any questions you may have.

Sincerely,



COMPANIES ANSWERS
— Cellebrite

—

—



— Dahua



— IBM

— VERINT

Due to a confidentiality note in Verint's email, Access Now is not able to share their
response. But we can confirm it was a pretty short message indicating that the portion of their
business related to Access Now's querie is part of Cognyte Software Ltd. since Frebruary
2021.


